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ALTERNATING-CURRENT CONTROLLERS FOR STEEL
MILLS

BY ARTHUR SIMON

ABSTRACT OF PAPER
The induction motor with either squirrel cage or wound rotor

is practically the only type of alternating-current motor used for
general industrial purposes in this country and therefore the
author has confined his paper to considerations of the control
problems offered by induction machines. The various types
of alternating-current controller in use are described and illus-
trated and the advantages and disadvantages of each type as
well as its limiting capacities are discussed. A number of
typical examples of installations of alternating-current con-
trollers in mill work and allied industries is described.

THE APPLICATION of electric drive in the steel mill and
lallied industries is beyond the experimental stage, and

there cannot be today any more question regarding the general
advisability of using the electric motor. The earlier develop-
ment, however, made use of the direct-current motor almost
exclusively, and alternating-current motors have been introduced
into the industry on a larger scale only during the last few
years. A great many different types of controllers for alter-
nating-current motors have been developed, but their suitability
for all classes of work has scarcely been discussed at any of
the meetings of the technical societies dealing with these sub-
jects.
From the standpoint of speed control and torque characteris-

tics, as well as in regard to the ease of control for practically
all applications, the direct-current motor has proved almost
ideal, and it would have remained alone in the field had not the
tremendous expansion of the industry required a more efficient
power transmission system than is possible with direct current.
After high-voltage alternating current had been introduced for
the transmission of energy over larger areas and long distances,
it was, of course, considered advisable to use the alternating-
current motor direct instead of installing translating devices
to obtain direct current for the motor drive.
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There are on the market at the present time two principal
types of alternating-current motors, which are quite distinct
in their characteristics-the commutator type motor and the
induction motor. Little need to be said about the commutator
type motor, because its practical development has been seriously
delayed in this country and with a few exceptions, the lines
which have been developed are of small capacity, and, therefore,
do not offer any great problems to the designer of controllers.
It wQuld seem, however, desirable to the writer that the develop-
ment of the commutator type motor for industrial purposes
shouldbe accelerated in this country, following the lead of Europe,
where such commutator type motors are employed on a larger
scale and with as much success as can be expected from a new
machine.

In this paper we deal with American conditions, and we can
restrict our considerations to the controller problems offered
by the induction machine. The induction machine is built
with either a squirrel-cage or a wound-rotor type of armature.
The former may be used for constant-speed work and the latter
for either constant or varying speed work, but neither one is
adaptable for adjustable speed work.
The squirrel-cage motor, on account of its simplicitv, the ab-

sence of a collector, and its staunchness, is the most desirable
machine for steel mill service. Its disadvantages are usually a
low starting torque and a high starting current. It can not
therefore, be employed where heavy starting friction has to
be overcome, and it is, of course, not suitable for the frequent
reversal and acceleration of heavy masses. The slip-ring type
motor, on the other hand, does not have these disadvantages,
but it requires a collector which is the cause of frequent trouble.
On accotunt of the necessity of short-circuiting the armature
over the slip-rings, brushes and some external connections, the
rotor losses are greater than they are in an equivalent squirrel-
cage machine, and the efficiency of the slip-ring motor is there-
fore somewhat lower. In very large systems, the voltage in
the armature is relatively high, in order to reduce the current
to a reasonable value, and this leads to insulation troubles on
the slip rings.
The question of control must also take into consideration

purely commercial points. We must weigh the relative ad-
vantages of low first cost, power consumption, labor and attend-
ance and the renewals. The effects of these different points
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are more or less contradictory to each other, and they therefore
have to be weighed carefully before deciding upon a particular
type of motor and controller.

All types of controllers may be divided into two classes: hand
and automatic controllers. There is no strict dividing line be-
tween the two classes, as there are a great many devices in which
some functions are performed manually and other functions of
the same controller are automatic. We therefore speak of semi-
automatic controllers, which take a position halfway between
the manual and the automatic devices.
From the standpoint of first cost, the hand controller is usually

the cheapest, but, on the other hand, the cost of attendance
for its operation, the usually increased power consumption due
to improper operation and the cost of renewal, due to unwise
handling of the controller, may be more than sufficient to counter-
balance the increased cost of a full automatic controller for
the same work.

FACE-PLATE TYPE CONTROLLERS
The simplest and earliest type of controllers are of the face-

plate type. These controllers are used in connection with
squirrel cage motors for the control of resistance in series with
the primary circuit, and with slip ring type motors, in which case
they are usually arranged to handle only the secondary circuit.
The controller usually is self-contained, with the resistance

mounted back of the panel. It is necessary to install a separate
switch to handle the primary circuit.
A modification of the face plate type controller which is

particularly suitable for large capacities, and which is being
built in sizes up to several thousand horse power, is the controller
illustrated in Fig. 1. This is the multiple-lever type in which a
series of- switches similar to those on circuit breakers control
the starting resistance. These levers are equipped with lamin-
ated-brush main contacts and carbon-to-metal auxiliaries, which
are easily renewable, and which handle the arc due to the com-
mutation of the resistance. The great advantage of this con-
troller is that the starting resistance cannot be cut out too
suddenly, because the operator has toclose one handle after the
other, which requires some appreciable time. The controller
illustrated is equipped with a no-voltage release, which, is
connected in the primary circuit, so that all of the resistance
is inserted when the primary switch is opened or when the pri-
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mary power supply fails. It is advisable to install a no-voltage
release primary switch, so that the motor is entirely cut-off
the line in case of failure of power. Upon the closure of the
primary switch, all resistance is already inserted in the circuit,
and the motor may be started up in the usual manner.
The starting of squirrel-cage motors with resistance in the

primary circuit is to be recommended only for small machines
which start without load. The squirrel-cage motor is usually
designed to start with between 1 and 3 times its normal torque,
and a corresponding starting current varying from 7 to 32
times its normal current. The higher the current, the lower is
usually the starting torque. For a given motor this starting
torque is proportional to the square of the inrush current or
starting voltage, and therefore a comparativelv slight decrease
of the inrush current by means of resistance will cause a large
decrease of the starting torque. Hence this method is not to
be recommended where motors have to start frequently and
under heavy load.
The face-plate type controller for use in connection with

slip-ring motors, on the other hand, is a very satisfactory device
if only infrequent starting is required. As with all face-plate
type controllers, the limitation of this type lies in the fact that
very heavy currents cannot easily be handled on sliding con-
tacts, the multiple-lever type is used where the current to be
handled becomes too high. The face-plate type controller may
also be used for speed regulation. For larger sizes we would
rely also upon the multiple lever type controller.

Fig. 2 shows how the face-plate type speed regulator may be
interlocked with overloads and a primary switch so as to per-
mit of starting and stopping from a distance.

It would seem possible to stop the slip-ring type motor by
simply opening the secondary circuit, but this is not considered
good practise becatuse the closing of the primary circuit of an
induction motor with the secondary circuit open may give rise
to serious voltage surges which endanger the insulation of the
motor windings. Controllers should therefore always be ar-
ranged so that the primary circuit is opened for stopping. The
opening of the secondary circuit without opening the primary
circuit has another disadvantage, namely, that the motor con-
tinues to be excited from the primary circuit and there is a
great loss of energy due to the iron losses on both the stator and
the rotor. The rotor iron losses are higher at standstill than
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they are when the motor is running at full speed, as the fre-
quency in the rotor at standstill is equal to the primary fre-
quency. Unless the motor is designed very liberally, the lack
of ventilation may cause a burn-out, though only the magnet-
izing current is flowing in the primary circuit.
Where infrequent starting is required, the resistance has

sometimes been immersed in oil in order to give a higher start-
ing capacity, although this method has never found a great
deal of favor in this country on account of the inconvenience-
of the oil tank. The only advantage claimed by its advocate
is the saving in spacing and cost. The saving in space, how-
ever, is only small, and under Amnerican manufacturing condi-
tions there is no saving in cost, as the oil tank and increase in
weight generally causes an increase in cost which far outweighs
the saving in resistance materials. Fturthermore, in large
capacities, the controller can only be arranged for floor mount-
ing, and in this case, it cannot compare with the open-type
starting resistance which permits of a very light and pleasing
design, and which can be arranged for mounting in any position.
A face-plate controller of special design is sometimes used

for crane work where slip-ring motors have to be reversed
frequently. This controller has two fronts, one of which serves
as a reversing switch for the primary circuit, while the second,
provided with a three-arm lever, controls the secondary circuit
of the motor. The controller is equipped with renewable seg-
ment and skate-shoe type of contacts. This controller is suit-
able for smaller capacities of crane motors up to perhaps 50 h.p.
Its only disadvantage is that the contacts are exposed and an
operator might easily touch them. It has, therefore, been con-
sidered preferable in late years to enclose the contacts entirelv
and so this controller has been replaced more or less by the well
known drum-type controller. The general design of this con-
troller is so well known that it hardly needs any comment.
The contacts controlling the secondary resistance are arranged
so that the latter is cut out in rotation, one step in one phase
at a time. The different phases are therefore only balanced
on a limited number of points, but this is not objectionable if
the stepping in the different phases is arranged so that a mini-
mum of unbalancing is obtained at all times. It has been found
that an unbalancing up to 40 per cent in the relative values of
the currents in the three rotor phases does not seriously affect
the operation of the motor,
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Where large amounts of energy are handled in direct-current
drum controllers, a blow-out is used to extinguish the arc due
to the opening of the circuit. Such blow-outs are not so easily
adapted to drum controllers for alternating current and there
fore some other means have to be adopted for handling larger
currents. The problem has been solved easily by the use of
an oil switch, and it is now universal practise to interrupt the
circuit of larger motors in oil. For this purpose an oil switch,
containing the primary contacts, is usually mounted below that
portion of the drum which handles the secondary circuit, or
behind the drum. In the first case, the switch is, usually, also
of drum construction, the same as the rest of the controller.
In the latter case, the switch may be in the nature of an oil
circuit breaker construction. The drum controller lends itself
not only to the control of motors for intermittent service such
as cranes, etc., but also to the speed regulation where the motor
runs at a definite fixed speed for the greater length of time. The
construction of these speed-regulating drum controllers is the
same as those for intermittent service.

Fig. 3 shows a larger size drum controller in which the pri-
mary circuit is arranged at the bottom, and is immersed in
oil. The oil tank which screws to the top plate of the bottom
portion is not shown in the illustration.
When drum controllers are used for intermittent service,

such as cranes, and the circuit has to be interrupted frequently,
care must be taken in the design of the primary switch, especially
if it is immersed in oil. The energy which is dissipated on the
interruption of the circuit in the oil must be carried away, as
heat, through convection and radiation. If the cooling sur-
faces of the oil tank are too small, the oil temperature may be
raised to a dangerous point which may cause an explosion.
This will blow all of the oil out of the tank, and may cause the
destruction of the oil switch, or a fire. In order to avoid this,
the tank must not only have sufficient oil capacity, but it must
also have ample radiating surface.

While touching on the question of oil for breaking the motor
circuit, we shall discuss at some length some other questions
bearing on the design of oil switches in general for controller
work. In the design of oil switches used for circuit breakers
the designer usually endeavors to reduce the amount of oil
required to a minimum on account of the fire risk. Such circuit
breakers operate but very seldom, and therefore the heat storage
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capacity of the oil and the radiating capacity of the tank are
of minor importance. This is different in case of oil switches
used for controller work, for they have to operate frequently.
In this case, we have to design the switch with ample heat
storage and radiating capacity, and a switch which may be very
satisfactory as a circuit breaker would not necessarily stand
up under controller service conditions, as has been proved by
the frequent failures in cases where primary oil circuit breakers
have been adopted for drum control for intermittent service
without any modification.

Figs. 4 and 5 show respectively a small and a large capacity
switch constructed with the above mentioned points in view.
It will be noted that the contacts are arranged in such a manner
that the arc is formed horizontally and not vertically as in the
usual circuit breaker construction. This has proved to be very
valuable, as the arc is apparently extinguished more quickly,
and therefore the oil is not carbonized as rapidly as with a
vertical break.
The switch shown in Fig. 5 has been built in capacities up

to 500 amperes at 6600 volts. In an installation where the
switch handles a 1000-h.p. three-phase motor, and where it has
been installed for five or six years, it controlled this motor cir-
cuit some fifty thousand times, and not the slightest amount of
carbon has been found in the oil surrounding the contacts, al-
though a good deal of deposit is found at the bottom of the
tank. The reason for this is, that with the movement of the
contacts as arranged in this switch the oil deposits are not
stirred up as violently as they are in the usual oil circuit breaker.

SOLENOID TYPE CONTROLLERS
Drum controllers are now manufactured in capacities up to

several hundred horse power, but as the sizes of the motors
to be controlled increase, the contact parts become larger and
more numerous, and therefore the power to be exerted for op-
erating the drums also increases tremendously. The limit-
ing capacity for the operation of a drum controller is the power
which can be exerted without strain by the operator. Another
limiting feature in the use of the drum controller is the wearing
of the contacts. The contacts at the different points are made
and broken slowly, and this necessarily increases the amount
of wear due to the arcing, where very large powers have to be
handled. The arcing and the resulting wear, is consequently
severe.
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Where the drum controller is insufficient to handle the re-
quired capacity, or where very frequent operation is necessary,
and it would tire the operator when handling a large drum, a
multiple solenoid type of controller is resorted to. This con-
sists of a number of solenoid-operated, or clapper switches, as
illustrated in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7 shows panels with a number of magnet switches mounted
thereon. The switches shown in the illustration are suitable
only for low-voltage currents, usually up to 550 volts. Where
higher voltages have to be handled the solenoid-operated oil
switch is by far preferable and is the most universal device.
We show, however, in Fig. 8 an air-break switch arranged for
2200 volts, which switch has been used successfully in several
instances.
The multiple solenoid controller consists of a number of clapper

switches as illustrated. The magnets of the clapper switches
are energized from a pilot controller, which, therefore, has only
to handle the magnetizing current of the magnets. The pilot
controller consists of a small drum or similar device.
The simplest form of the multiple solenoid controller is non-

automatic in operation. The energizing of the different clap-
pers, and the speed of cutting out of the resistance is left en-
tirely to the skill of the operator. For large systems this mode
of operation is, of course, objectionable because too rapid hand-
ling of the master controller will cause excessive current surges
on the line, and undue stress on the motor and machinery.
Therefore, automatic control is resorted to. This type of con-
troller is the most important to the steel mill engineer. The
automatic feature of the controller consists of one or more
current-limiting relays, which are connected either to the primary
or the secondary circuit of the motor, and which prevent too
rapid cutting out of the resistance. The operation of this
current-limiting relay is well known, and it has been used on
direct-current motors for a good many years. We shall there-
fore discuss here only those features which distinguish it when
used in alternating-current systems.
The largest field for the current relay controllers for alterna-

ting-current motors is, of course, the slip-ring type. In this
motor the primary circuit is connected direct to the line while
resistance is inserted in the secondary circuit and is gradually
short circuited, to accelerate the motor to its full speed. Both
the primary and secondary current vary with the load and the
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speed under normal conditions. The secondary current is
approximately proportional to the torque exerted by the motor
in about the same way as in a shunt-wound direct-current
motor. The sec )ndary current becomes zero when the motor
runs idle. The primary current, on the other hand, is not a
straight-line function of the torque because the primary circuit
supplies, besides the load current, the magnetizing current of
the motor. This magnetizing current in modern motors is
about 30 per cent of the full-load current.

There are today two methods of operating automatic con-
trollers with current-limiting relays; one method is by putting
one or several relays in the primary circuit, and the other method
by putting the relays in the secondary circuit of the motor.

Fig. 9 shows a relay arranged for connection to the primary
circuit. The primary relay requires for a certain range, between
maximum and minimum torque, at which the relay is to act,
a more accurate adjustment than the secondary relay, because
the primary current does not fall off as rapidly as the torque.
It has the further disadvantage that it cannot be cut out when
it has done its work, except by the addition to the controller
of another switch of sufficient capacity to handle the primary
circuit. The installation of such a switch is objectionable on
account of its cost. The primary relay, therefore, has to be
designed for continuous service which makes it rather bulky
and sluggish on that account. On the other hand, the second-
ary relay can be connected so that it is cut out by the same
switch which cuts out the secondary starting resistance, and
therefore would have to be designed for very intermittent duty
only, and would be correspondingly light and sensitive.

Fig. 10 shows a multiple-relay type of controller with relays
in the secondary circuit, one relay being employed for each step
of resistance, and the different relays are so connected that they
always form the star point of the resistance in circuit, and are
cut out when the corresponding resistance step is cut out of
circuit by the succeeding clapper switch. As the relay itself
forms the star point of the resistance, and therefore the potential
difference between any two points of the relay is only equal
to the drop in the relay coil, it is necessary to insulate these coils
only very lightly from each other.
The relav in the secondary circuit has an apparent dis-

advantage due to the change in frequency of the current in the
secondary circuit. When a motor operating on a 25-cycle
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circuit having a slip of 5 per cent reaches normal speed, the
frequency in its secondary circuit is only 1- cycles per second.
As the relay has, of necessity, very light moving parts, this low
frequency would cause it to pump up and down, unless it was
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a shading coil, which at low frequency is really not very effective.
Another way to avoid the pumping is to make use of the fact
that the total pull exerted by three equal coils which are con-
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nected in the three phases of the secondary circuit is constant
as long as the current is balanced and constant. These relays
are wound with three coils which are connected together at one
end, while the other ends are connected to the respective clap-
pers and resistances. The relay has an absolutely constant
pull regardless of the frequency of the secondary circuit. It can
therefore be made more sensitive than a relay which is connected
to one phase only, and is provided with shading coils or other
means to prevent it from chattering. As mentioned above,
the use of the shading coil will not really protect against chatter-
ing. In order to get a constant pull with this arrangement it
will be necessary to have the shading coil flux displaced 90 deg.
from the main flux, and to have both of equal magnitude.
This result cannot be accomplished, and therefore the relay
will have a tendency to chatter as the frequency in the secondary
circuit decreases with increasing motor speed. The pull on
the plunger of the relay varies therefore between a given mini-
mum and maximum, even with constant effective current flow
in the secondary circuit, and when the frequency is low, and
the inertia of the plunger which tends to hold it up is relatively
small, the relay will drop before the effective current in the
secondary circuit is equal to that for which the.device is adjusted.
Hence such a relay will always work more or less erratically,
and at the best it will require a much wider limit of setting than
the three-phase relay described above.

It is, of course, not necessary to have the three coils of the
secondary relay connected so as to form the neutral point of
the resistance. In some cases it is necessary to have the three
coils insulated from each other. This is the case where the
relay is used as a " jamming " relay, in which case it has to be
connected ahead of all of the resistance and directly behind the
slip rings of the motor. Where the secondary circuit has a
relatively high voltage, and in motors of large capacity, it is,
of course, possible to connect the relays to current transformers
inserted in the secondary circuit instead of connecting them
directly into the latter. This is particularly valuable in case
of the " jamming " relay, which otherwise would always have
to be insulated for the maximum secondary voltage.

There is still a good deal of discussion as to the advisability
of using a single relay controlling several steps of resistance in-
stead of a separate relay for each step. It seems to the writer
that the latter method is to be preferred, because it is possible
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to set the different relays for different currents. This is a par-
ticularly valuable feature in machinery such as centrifugal
pumps and so on, where the torque required to accelerate the
motor varies between the low speed and high speed. Each
relay is then set for a different accelerating current, a feature
which cannot be obtained with a single relay in the primary or
secondary circuit.
The simplest kind of current relay controller is a non-reversible

self-starter for use in connection with machinery which always
revolves in the same direction. Instances of this kind are cen-
trifugal pumps, blowers, compressors, and so on. The operation
of such machinery represents nothing that is novel in the art,
and it therefore need hardly be discussed here. The controller
consists of a suitable clapper for the primary motor circuit
operated by a low-voltage magnet coil, and it has a number of
switches controlling the resistance in the secondary motor
circuit. The secondary circuit of the motor is usually designed
for comparatively low voltage, and therefore the usual clapper
type construction, as illustrated, may be employed.
The secondary switches are controlled by three-phase series

relays connected and constructed as described above.
Where the supply circuit has a voltage above 550, it is neces-

ary to employ a step-down transformer which supplies current
for the pilot circuit operating the magnets. In a previous para-
graph we have already touched upon the considerations which
bear on the construction of such high-tension switches.
A type of controller which finds more frequent application in

steel mill practise than the non-reverse automatic starter is the
reversible automatic controller. Its usual application is for
intermittent service requiring very frequent starting and, quite
often, speed regulation at all controller points. The service
performed is very much more severe than that of non-reversible
controllers. Instead of putting in one switch for the primary
circuit, two switches suitably interlocked are used, one for each
direction of rotation of the motor. The secondary circuit of
the motor is controlled in the same manner as on the non-
reversible controller. The resistance has to be designed with
a considerably heavier capacity, and in some cases requires even
continuous carrying capacity on all points. Such controllers
are used in connection with mill tables, cranes, hoists and other
machines.
The various applications of this controller in steel mills and
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allied industries require many special features, and we shall
further discuss some of the typical applications of these con-
trollers.

Electrically-operated shovels and drag lines have not been
discussed very much in electrical literature, though they pre-
sent some very interesting problems, and since the writer has
some interesting data on hand, we shall discuss these. The
first shovel installations used direct-current motors, and it was
.considered not only desirable but absolutely necessary to build
the controller and the motor so that the electric shovel would
exactly duplicate the operating cycle which was found the
most suitable for the older steam machines. The first installa-
tions were not quite as successful as had been expected, and
designers have gradually come to the conclusion that it is best
to modify somewhat the operating cycle of the shovel, or, at
least, the mechanical design of the shovel in order to fit the
electric motor. On account of the necessity of transmitting
the power to the shovels, usually over long distances, most of
the shovels which were installed in late years are equipped with
alternating-current motors, and these are the ones which we
shall treat here.

Shovels of capacities ranging from 60 to 100 tons are equipped
with three motors, one 'for hoisting, one for the swinging and
one for the thrust motion. Except on the smaller machines,
all motors are controlled by full automatic controllers. On the
smaller machines, the thrust motion has a drum controller.

Fig. 11 shows the controller panels for a 100-ton shovel.
The main hoist motor is equipped with a non-reversible, auto-
matic self-starter, which in turn is controlled by a multiple
speed master drum. This controller is provided with a number
of "jamming" relays, which reinsert resistance in the rotor
circuit of the motor when a certain maximum torque is reached,
so that if the motor is stalled by encountering an excessively
heavy obstruction in the stone bank, the torque is automatically
increased up to the maximum torque which the machine can
stand. This avoids the stalling of the motor with the resistance
short-circuited, which would result in the opening of the cir-
cuit breaker and the loss of power. The hoist motor is non-
reversible, because there is always a sufficient load on the motor
to overhaul it and to lower the bucket of the machine when
the brakes are lifted and the power supply to the motor is cut off.
The swinging motion is controlled by a full-reverse auto-
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matic self-starting controller, also provided with a master drum
controller which permits of running at any speed. The use of
current-limit relays has proved particularly advantageous in
this instance, because the inertia of the boom of the shovel is
quite high, and therefore it would be quite possible for the
operator to accelerate too fast and to lift the shovel off the
track, if no current-limit relays were provided for.

This is still more important in case of the drag line, the boom
of which has a still greater inertia on account of its extreme length.
In other respects the drag line operation is the same as that of
the shovel, except that it has no thrust motion, the bucket
being operated only by the manipulation of the hoisting machine.
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FIG. 12-CURRENT CONSUMPTION OF AUTOMATIC SHOVEL

The thrust motion of the shovel is also controlled by a reverse
controller with a few steps. In this case it is designed so that
the motor speed is about inversely proportional to the torque,
and therefore the motor is run with sufficient permanent resist-
ance in the secondary circuit so that its speed-torque curve
with the controller in the maximum speed position is nearly
a straight line, and the motor exerts the maximum torque when
stalled. In this way it is possible always to have the bucket
follow the uneven curvature of the bottom of the pit, when the
hoisting machine is operated, without the danger of wrecking
the machinery by exerting undue stresses on the thrust or hoist
motion.
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The diagram of Fig. 12 relates to the power consumption of
an electric shovel equipped with automatic controllers. A
second shovel of the same bucket and motor capacity and
of the same weight, is of German make, and we therefore
shall call it the " German " shovel, whereas the first shovel
with automatic controllers is of American make, and we
call it the " American" shovel. The tests were made on high-
grade iron ore in the Swedish iron mines in Lapland, and the
following results were obtained:

COMPARISON OF ELECTRIC SHOVELS IN SWEDEN

German American

Maximum peak............... 390 kw. 380 kw. 520 kw. 480 kw.
Next four peaks............... 370 kw. 340 kw. 460 kw. 420 kw.
Amount of excavation.......... 36.5 tons 36.5 tons 37.4 tons 36 tons
Average load ................. 105.4 kw. 105.4 kw. 157 kw. 164 kw.
Time to load 5 cars ............ 20 min. 22 min. 9i min. 11* min.
Kw-hr ....................... 35.1 38.6 24.8 30.8
Kw-hr. per ton .......... ..... 0.96 1.06 0.6620.855

It will be noticed from the above table, that, while the maxi-
mum current peaks of the automatic shovel are higher, the
shovel handled nearly twice the amount of material in a given
time that was handled by the non-automatic shovel, and the
power consumption per cubic yard of material handled is con-
siderably less on the automatic shovel. If the cost of power,
depreciation, interest, labor and other items, were added, it
would be found that the operation of the automatic shovel is
considerably cheaper than the operation of the non-automatic
shovel, and that in this instance, and in a good many others,
the increased cost of the more expensive installation more than
pays for itself within the first year.
An important machine for steel mills and mine service is

the electrically driven pump. When installed in the mine the
pump controller has to be designed along the same lines as the
controller for mine fans, and special provision has to be made
for automatic re-starting after failure and subsequent restora-
tion of the current supply. In some instances it is possible to
have the pump started by hand operation under no-load con-
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ditions. In this case, the operator will close the inlet and outlet
valves of the pump before it is started. We have reference here
primarily to centrifugal pumps, which are used more and more
universally today. Under the conditions outlined above, the
pump requires only a very low starting torque and therefore it
is very often possible to employ a squirrel-cage motor with
compensator type starter. Under some special conditions the
pump may even be started with a very low torque without ma-
nipulation of the inlet and outlet valves, and it may, at the same
time, be desirable to use an automatic controller, thereby doing
away with the necessity of a constant attendant. In recent
years automatic compensator type starters have been adopted
and have proved to be quite successful. It has been found
that such starters may be operated either with current- or
time-limit relays. In controlling the acceleration, the current-
limit relay has the advantage of keeping the current peaks
always within predetermined limits irrespective of the time it
takes the motor to accelerate, and irrespective of any possible
variations in the starting torque. On the other hand, if for
any reason the starting torque required should increase appre-
ciably, the current relay might not permit the controller to apply
full voltage to the motor terminals and, therefore, the motor
would always run on the low-voltage tap of the starter, and
both the motor and the starter might ultimately burn out.
This danger is enhanced by the fact that the current of the
motor changes only slightly during the first part of the accelera-
ting period and therefore the current relay has to act on very small
changes of current; in other words, has to be very sensitive.
This extreme sensitiveness cannot always be maintained under
ordinary operating conditions, and with only disinterested sup-
ervision it seems more desirable to use the time-limit relay ac-
celeration for such controllers, despite some inherent disadvan-
tages which such controllers undoubtedly have. If the starting
torque required of the motor is liable to vary, the current which
it takes with the time-limit relay also varies. This is the main
objection to the time-limit relay acceleration; but, on the other
hand, as long as the relay operates at all, it is not possible for
the motor to run indefinitely on the starting tap of the starting
transformers, but after a certain time, which normally should
be sufficient to bring the motor up to proper speed, it will be
brought to the full speed point, and the transformers are cut
out, thereby eliminating the danger of burn-out due to low
voltage.
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On the other hand, if the motor should not start at the first
controller tap, it would start when it is thrown on a higher
tap or on the full voltage. This may not be always the best
thing for the mechanical parts of the machinery, but with
proper mechanical design, it would in no event be so disastrous
as the stalling of the motor and subsequent burning out, due
to the inability to start at low voltage, as in the case of current-
limit acceleration.
While we are dealing with the handling of raw materials and

the operations in the mines, we wish to call attention to a very
interesting problem involving semi-automatic or automatic con-
trollers for an entire series of motors; this is the motor drive of
a line or several lines of belt conveyers. In cases where a great
many belts are driven by individual motors, it is desirable to
prevent an accumulation of material on any one of these belts,
due to the shut-down of its corresponding motor. It is there-
fore necessary to interlock the controllers for the various belts
in such a manner that in case of stoppage of any motor all pre-
ceding belts also come to a standstill, stopping the delivery Qf
material to the belt in trouble, so that the motors can only be
started in reverse rotation to that in which the material is handled
by the various belts. A number of such installations have re-
cently been completed for coal and ore belts. In one notable
installation, covering some thirty belts, the interlocking spoken
of has been accomplished by means of centrifugal governors,
which are driven by the countershafts on the belts, and which
when standing still, open any interlocking circuit which is in
circuit with the preceding motor. In another instance, all
belts, crushers, etc., belonging to the system are controlled by
compensator type starters, the no-voltage releases of which are
interlocked so as to get the results desired as outlined above.
This shows to what extent automatic controllers can be adapted
to the steel mill industry to supersede inefficient labor.
The electric drive of the coal and ore bridge has received a

great deal of attention of late years. This problem is important
because most of the raw material is transported by water on the
Great Lakes, and since the shipping season is comparatively
short, it is desirable to load and discharge vessels as quickly as
possible to get the highest rate of return from them. The
loading and unloading equipments therefore have been designed
to enable much more rapid handling of material than is found
anywhere else in the world. I hardly need to mention here the
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feats that are being accomplished almost daily in the unloading of
ore and coal vessels, and there is being presented today another
paper dealing particularly with coal and ore handling machinery.
One of the most important installations in the blast furnace

plant is the skip hoist, on the operation of which depends the
smooth running of the furnace. Skip hoists are also used in
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These rope pulls are balanced by the weight of the descend-
ing skip on the other side, so that at the time of starting,
the unbalanced rope pull which the motor has to handle is
approximately 7000 kg. (17,7501b.). Each hoist is designed
to handle 7200 kg. (16,000 lb.) of stone per trip. The skip
weighs 5400 kg. and the incline is 671 per cent from the
horizontal. The hoists are equipped with a 125-h.p., 550-
volt, 60-cycle, three-phase motor, continuous duty, and the
gear is designed to give a maximum rope speed of 200
ft. per min. The actual hoisting distance is 139 ft., and each
hoist is designed for a capacity of 400 tons per hour. The opera-
tion of the hoist is entirely automatic, the starting being
initiated by the loaded car, and a solenoid brake is mounted
on the motor shaft to bring the hoist to rest. The hoist stops
always within three inches of the same point. By slightly
overloading the skip each hoist has handled 4700 tons of stone
in ten hours.

Another very important application is the electric drive of
mine hoists. Where very large powers have be to handled special
arrangements are usually made, such as the installation of an
Ilgner system, which is always to be recommended, except where
the power supply is practically unlimited, and can therefore
take care of the rapidly fluctuating load of the hoist. For smaller
powers the slip-ring type motor is quite suitable, with a series-
relay type reversible hoist controller. The satisfactory opera-
tion of the series relays may best be judged by the fact that in
a certain installation the current peak at starting never exceeds
80 amperes, the maximum current which is allowed by the power
company. Some figures relating to this hoist may be of interest.
The hoist was guaranteed to require not in excess of 90 amperes
when handling 3200 kg. (7000 lb.) when operating balanced or un-
balanced; the maximum rope pull at the drum would not exceed
3700 kg. (8200 lb.) in the latter case. The current input specified
is measured on the primary side of the transformer, with a pri-
mary voltage of 2080 volts, at 60 cycles. The calculations
showed that, on the guaranteed condition of load, the maximum
current peak should not exceed 80 amperes, which checks up
exactly with the graphic curve. The motor is 200 h.p., 440
volts, 60 cycles. The controller, in addition to the switches
handling the motor circuits, is equipped with a high-tension
type magnet switch which cuts off the current of the trans-
former whenever the motor stands still, so as to avoid the pri-
mary losses of the transformer.
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The most important motor application in the steel mill is the
main drive for the rolling mill. A great deal of discussion has
taken place during the last ten years regarding the most advisable
arrangement for this installation. European practise today uses
the two-high mill driven by reversing direct-current motors,
which are supplied from a motor-generator set with flywheels,
and which are controlled according to the variable voltage sys-
tem. On the other hand, in this country, operating men have
preferred a three-high mill driven by a constant speed motor
running always in the same direction. This enables the use
of high-voltage alternating-current motors directly supplied
from the power station and eliminates the motor-generator,
thereby eliminating several links from the transmission system
and increasing its insurance against breakdown. It is usually
pointed out that such an installation is more reliable and cheaper
in operation on account of its higher efficiency, but it is the
writer's belief that there is no universal solution for all cases,
and there can be no doubt that where conditions are suitable,
the Ilgner system is equal if not superior to the American system
of constant-speed motors with the three-high mill.
We do not propose to discuss at length any of these installa-

tions, but we give operating data of such an installation, con-
sisting of two 500,- one 750- and one 1000-h.p. motors. The
motors are 2200-volt, three-phase, 25-cycle machines. The con-
trollers are arranged for forward and reverse rotation and also
for automatic braking. The reverse is required only for emer-
gency; for instance, when the mill becomes clogged. In this
case, the primary circuit of the motor is reversed and it is pos-
sible to accelerate the motor up to full speed in the reverse direc-
tion, if this should be desired.
Automatic braking is obtained by energizing two of the three

phases of the stator with direct current from a low-voltage
source of supply, and then gradually cutting out the resistance
in the rotor circuit of the motor. The motor then operates as
a synchronous generator with variable frequency.
A number of steps of permanent resistance are employed,

which may be cut in and out by knife switches. The purpose
of this resistance is to adjust the average slip of the motor, so
as to enable the flywheel, which is put on the motor shaft, to
smooth out the current peaks during the cycles of operation.
Depending upon the material to be rolled, the average load on
the motor is higher or lower, and therefore it becomes necessary
to adjust the slip resistance to the average load.
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The controller is operated through a master drum having
two handles, one for acceleration, and the other for setting the
direction of rotation. This second handle will also complete
the dynamic braking connection in its center position. The
two handles are interlocked in such a manner that the accelera-
ting drum must always be returned to the position in which all
accelerating switches are opened and all resistance inserted in
the rotor circuit before the direction switch can be operated.
The acceleration and the dynamic braking may be entirely
automatic. It is only necessary for the operator to bring the
accelerating drum handle to the full speed position, and the
motor is then accelerated or slowed down by the automatic
action of the current-limit, relay in the secondary circuit. This
tends to keep the torque, during acceleration and braking con-
stant. The high-voltage switches employed in the primary
circuit of this installation have been described before. It should
also be pointed out that the controller is equipped with overload
relays connected in such manner that the drum has to be re-
turned to the off position to enable restarting after the over-
load relays have operated.
Some data relating to the motors are as follows: One 500-h.p.

motor, 365 rev. per min., flywheel 10-ft. diameter, 10,000-lb.
rim; one 500-h.p. motor, 12-ft. 8-in. diameter flywheel, 30,000-
lb. rim; one 750-h.p. motor, 244 rev. per min., 12-ft. 8-in. fly-
wheel, 30,000-lb. rim; one 1000-h.p. motor, 180 rev. per min.,
17-ft. flywheel, 60,000-lb. rim.
The 1000-h.p. motor requires about five minutes for its

acceleration with an initial inrush of 750 kw., and subsequent
peaks of approximately 600 kw. The current peaks of the
other motors are proportionate. According to the report of
the engineer in charge, the controllers for these motors, after
the installation was completed and adjusted, never required
any attention, except usual inspection, during the five or six
years of installation. This would indicate that alternating-
current controllers can be built today sufficiently reliable for
the most severe service conditions.
We have outlined in this paper some of the typical installa-

tions of alternating-current controllers, and we have touched
upon some of the typical points in the design of such controllers,
and the author will be glad if the paper furnishes the basis of a
general discussion on the subject.


